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The polarization of129Xe gas by spin exchange with optically pumped Rb vapor is investigated in
high magnetic field. Operation in a high field provides added spectral dispersion via Zeeman shifts
of the electronic transitions. This simplifies the physics of the pumping process in such a way as to
make it more amenable to treatment with simple rate theory. A relationship between the steady state
129Xe polarization and the applied laser power is derived which agrees with experimental results.
This theory serves as a guide to the manufacture of very high polarizations of129Xe gas. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!02519-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical pumping has been researched extensively in the
past few decades following the pioneering work of Kastler in
the 1950’s.1 Recently there has been an increased amount of
study involving the indirect pumping of nuclear spins via
spin exchange with optically polarized valence electrons of
another atom.2 The magnetic resonance signal for nuclei po-
larized in this fashion is greatly enhanced in comparison to
that achieved with the typically small Boltzmann equilibrium
polarization. In all of the research efforts to date however,
the optical pumping phenomena has not been thoroughly ex-
amined in multi-tesla magnetic fields. In this paper we de-
scribe optical pumping of129Xe via spin exchange at fields
up to 7.04 T. By polarizing at high fields we show that129Xe
nuclear spin polarization can be more efficiently produced in
comparison to lower fields. This is largely due to elimination
of photon depolarization mechanisms and better suppression
of wall relaxation. Furthermore, the kinetics of the polariza-
tion exchange are simpler to model theoretically in the high
field case. The advantage of using Zeeman shifts to resolve
the optical transitions involved in the optical pumping pro-
cess is also demonstrated.

Previous treatments of the optical orientation of alkali
atoms have typically been cast in terms of time dependent
perturbation theory.3 In the following we provide an equiva-
lent alternate description for optical pumping in high field
using the formalism of spin lattice relaxation. This approach
is useful in that it naturally leads to equations for the spin
exchange polarization of129Xe that parallel those used com-
monly to describe the well known nuclear Overhauser
effect.4 In this manner we obtain expressions that relate the
129Xe polarization to the available incident laser power.
Nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! spectroscopists inter-
ested in chemical applications2 of spin polarized129Xe will
find this more familiar theoretical framework useful in their
design of experiments utilizing this potentially powerful
source of high spin polarization. These results are tested ex-
perimentally and discussed in terms so that one can objec-
tively judge the efficiency of an optical pumping apparatus
for generating high polarizations of129Xe.

II. THEORY

Placement of Rb into a high magnetic field uncouples its
nuclear spin angular momentumI from J, the resultant of
coupling the electron orbital angular momentumL, and the
electron spin angular momentumS, asJ5L1S. The transi-
tion to these states at higher magnetic fields from the usual
uF,mF& levels in low field is shown in Fig. 1 for85Rb ~I55/
2!. If the magnetic field is high enough, the85Rb electronic
energy levels are best described as product states,umJ ,mI&,
labeled with coupled orbital and electron spin,mJ , and
nuclear spin,mI , quantum numbers. These states group to-
gether into a band of energy levels with common values ofL
andmJ and all possible values ofmI in high field as shown
in Fig. 1. This band of states is centered in energy about the
appropriate field split Russell–Saunders atomic term,
uL,mJ&, that would result if nuclear hyperfine effects were
neglected.5 This is also the case for the lower natural abun-
dance isotope,87Rb, even though there is a slightly larger
hyperfine coupling to itsI53/2 nuclear spin.6 Since elec-
tronic transitions conservemI , the optical pumping dynam-
ics with 85Rb can be considered separately for each manifold
of four such states having the samemI . As long as the
nuclear hyperfine coupling is negligible compared to the
bandwidth of the applied laser light, a simplified energy level
diagram using the field split Russell–Saunders atomic terms
alone suffices for our purposes. In what follows we consider
optical pumping between the levels described by these mag-
netic field split Russell–Saunders atomic terms as shown in
Fig. 2.

For Rb, the ground and first excited state atomic terms
are 2S1/2 and

2P1/2 corresponding to@Kr# 5s1 and @Kr# 5p1

electron configurations, respectively. As just discussed, these
atomic terms are further split byB0 into twomJ561/2 lev-
els,uS,6& anduP,6&, as shown in Fig. 2, where the kets are
now labeled by just the orbital quantum number~S or P! and
the z projection of the coupled electron orbital and spin an-
gular momenta~6!. Irradiation of this system withs1 laser
light will move population fromuS,2& to uP,1& at a rateR.
This excited state population subsequently fluoresces back to
the ground state by emission of either as1 or p polarized
photon. The probability of emitting as1 photon is scaled by
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2/3 while that for ap photon is scaled by 1/3. This unequal
weighting of the total emission rate shown in Fig. 2 comes
directly from the angular momentum selection rules for the
uP,1&→uS,6& transitions. The spins deposited inuS,2& are
recycled by the laser touP,1& while population builds up in
uS,1&, thus producing a net orientation of the Rb electron

magnetic moment in the ground state. One should be clear
that the optical transition does not in itself effect a flip of the
Rb electron spin. In the groundS state the electron spinmS is
quantized in the frame defined by the applied field, i.e.,mS is
a good quantum number. However, in the excitedP state the
large spin orbit coupling mixes themS561/2 states. Transi-
tions to this state then make it possible for the system to
decay back to theuS,1& state even though a magnetic dipole
transition operator is not directly involved.

If it were not for the ground state electron spin lattice
relaxation, all of the population would eventually end up in
uS,1&. Therefore, in order to produce a high Rb electron
spin polarization, the buildup of polarization via optical
pumping must be fast compared to the leakage due to spin
lattice relaxation. As the following treatment will make
clear, obtaining high129Xe spin polarization requires produc-
tion of a high Rb electron spin polarization. Thus a natural
starting point is the dynamics of the optical polarization of
the Rb.

A. Optical polarization of Rb in the presence of 129Xe

In a sample containing only Rb atoms and a spinless
buffer gas, the electron spin lattice relaxation rate can be
quite long, and is principally due to fluctuating fields caused
by Rb–Rb collisions or by collisions with the cell walls or
the buffer gas. The rates for flipping the Rb electron spin
down or up that result from these fluctuations will be de-
notedWRb↓ andWRb↑, respectively. The Rb electron spin
lattice relaxation time constant,T1

Rb, is related to these rates
in the usual fashion,

1

T1
Rb5WRb↓1WRb↑. ~1!

When the buffer gas has a nuclear spin, as in the case of
129Xe, this inherent relaxation is augmented by Rb–129Xe
cross relaxation. As described elsewhere, this is due to the
fluctuating hyperfine field the Rb electrons experience from
interacting with the129Xe nuclei.7 This additional component
to the Rb electron relaxation is proportional to the number
density of the129Xe, NXe , and what has been called the ve-
locity averaged spin exchange cross section,^s v̄&.7 The net
Rb spin lattice relaxation rate is then characterized by the
time constantT1

Rb* ,

1

T1
Rb*

5
1

T1
Rb1NXe^s v̄&. ~2!

In describing the dynamics of the optical orientation of
the Rb in the presence of129Xe, it is useful to define net
transition probabilities for flipping the Rb electron spin
which take into account the cross relaxation term. As stated
earlier, the cross relaxation is mediated by the hyperfine in-
teraction of the Rb electron~S! with a 129Xe nucleus~I !.
Since this Hamiltonian is of the form
AI–S5A@I zSz11/2(I1S21I2S1)#,

7 only mutual Rb
electron–129Xe nucleus spin flip transitions are involved. The
net Rb electron spin flip rates then depend upon the129Xe
nuclear spin state specific number densities,NXe

2 orNXe
1 . The

FIG. 1. Energy level diagram showing the ground and first excited states of
85Rb including the effects of hyperfine coupling as a function ofB0. Notice
that as the field increases,mF is no longer a good quantum number and the
levels group together with common electron spin value.

FIG. 2. Ground state and first excited state of Rb in high magnetic field and
during optical pumping. The pump rate,R, fluorescence lifetime, 1/A, and
ground state spin lattice relaxation and spin exchange rates,RRb↓ andRRb↑,
all effect the ground state sublevel populations.
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cross relaxation contributesNXe
2 ^s v̄& to the down rate, and

NXe
1 ^s v̄& to the up rate. Combining the cross relaxation and

other spin lattice contributions gives the net Rb electron tran-
sition rates,RRb↑ andRRb↓, as

RRb↓5WRb↓1NXe
2 ^s v̄&,

RRb↑5WRb↑1NXe
1 ^s v̄&. ~3!

The three level system shown in Fig. 2 provides a con-
venient framework for modeling the optical polarization of
the Rb. In a typical experimental setup, where the light is of
just one polarization, the effect of the pumping light over
most of the sample cell is to introduce a laser intensity de-
pendent rate process with rateR that connects the pair of
states in the optical transition. This simplification makes it
possible to describe the pumping dynamics with a set of
coupled differential equations for the level populations using
rate theory. Our goal is to calculate the polarization of the Rb
electron,PRb, which is defined here as the total number of
spins per unit volume down,NRb

2 5NS
2, minus the total num-

ber of spins per unit volume up,NRb
1 5NS

11NP
1, divided by

the total Rb number density,NRb. Notice that the contribu-
tion of the level uP,2& has been ignored as there are no
significant relaxation pathways connecting it to any of the
other energy levels. Photons of other polarizations will con-
nect uP,2& to the rest of the system. Including these effects
at this point would just confuse the basic physics, and we
will return to these complications later. Using these defini-
tions, the appropriate rate equations in this case are

dNS
2

dt
52~R1RRb↑ !NS

21SR1
2

3
ADNP

11RRb↓NS
1 ,

dNS
1

dt
52RRb↓NS

11RRb↑NS
21

1

3
ANP

1 ,

dNP
1

dt
52~R1A!NP

11RNS
2 . ~4!

As written, these equations implicitly involve the polar-
ization of the129Xe spin states through the cross relaxation
terms included inRRb↑ andRRb↓. In principal then, a com-
plete solution of Eqs.~4! would also include consideration of
another set of coupled equations involving the129Xe spin
level populations. However, if we are only interested in the
steady state value ofPRb, the steady state values forNXe

2 or
NXe

1 can be used. With this approximation the steady state
value ofPRb can be shown to be given by

PRb5
NS

22NS
12NP

1

NRb
5
12b

11b
, ~5!

where

b5
R

R1A S 11
A

3RRb↓ D1
RRb↑
RRb↓

~6!

and all level populations are understood to be those found
under steady state conditions.

It is useful to examinePRb in various limits in order to
gain some physical insight into the dynamics of optical

pumping. In the most commonly encountered experimental
situation, the fastest rate process will be spontaneous emis-
sion from the upper electronic state. TakingA as essentially
infinite in this case, the polarization can be written as

PRb5

RRb↓2RRb↑2
R

3

RRb↓1RRb↑1
R

3

. ~7!

This result also directly follows from Eqs.~4! if the rate term
ANp

1 is replaced byRNs
2 in each instance. When a spinless

buffer gas is considered,RRb↓ andRRb↑ reduce toWRb↓ and
WRb↑. Equation~7! can then be written in terms of the Bolt-
zmann Rb polarization,PRb

0 , T1
Rb, and the pump rateR. PRb

in this limit is

PRb5

PRb
0 2

1

3
RT1

Rb

11
1

3
RT1

Rb

. ~8!

This equation illustrates the expected result; in the absence
of irradiation ~R→0!, PRb5PRb

0 , and in the limit of very
efficient pumping~R→`!, PRb→21. It also points out the
fundamental requirement on the intensity of the pumping
light; it must produce a pump rateR that can dominate the
Rb ground state electron depolarization rate, 1/T1

Rb, if one is
to achieve a significant polarization.

B. Spin exchange between 129Xe and optically
pumped Rb

The spin exchange polarization of129Xe by optically
pumped Rb can also be understood in a straightforward fash-
ion using simple rate theory.8 In a high magnetic field the
129Xe relaxation is well described by a standard two level
system where the two spin states are connected by two un-
equal spin flip rates,RXe↓ andRXe↑. These rates have con-
tributions from high field spin lattice relaxation in the ab-
sence of the Rb,WXe↓, andWXe↑, in addition to the spin
exchange relaxation with the Rb electron. As discussed ear-
lier, the spin exchange is governed by a Hamiltonian of the
formA5I–S.7 Only the flip–flop terms,I1S21I2S1 , can
effect a mutual population change between the spin states of
the Rb electron and the129Xe nuclei. Therefore, the net rate
at which the129Xeu1& state spin flips to theu2& state depends
on the number density of the Rb electron in theu2& state. In
other words, the net up and down transition rates for the
129Xe will be proportional to the number density of the Rb
electron in a given spin orientation in direct analogy to Eq.
~3!.

However, upon closer consideration Eq.~3! can be
shown to be incomplete. At thermal equilibrium the popula-
tions of both the Rb electron and the129Xe spins must ap-
proach Boltzmann in the absence of optical pumping. This
requires the cross relaxation rates to be slightly different.
Taking this additional complication into account we write
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RXe↓5WXe↓1NRb
2 ^s v̄↑&,

RXe↑5WXe↑1NRb
1 ^s v̄↓&. ~9!

In Eqs. ~9! the small difference in the two cross-relaxation
rates as required by detailed balance have been included by
differentiating them aŝs v̄↓& and ^s v̄↑&. The direction of
the arrow signifies whether the Rb electron transition is in
either the upward or downward direction.

As shown in the previous section, the laser pump rateR
only needs to beat the Rb electron relaxation to produce a
significant electron polarization, and therefore a significant
129Xe polarization. In most instances then the spontaneous
emission rateA will be much greater thanR. In this limit we
can restrict our treatment to theS state populations for the
Rb. Thus, the two equations in this effective ground state
model for the Rb and129Xe spin populations that need be
considered are

dNS
2

dt
52

R

3
NS

22WRb↑NS
21WRb↓NS

12NS
2NXe

1 ^s v̄↑&

1NS
1NXe

2 ^s v̄↓&,

dNXe
2

dt
52WXe↑NXe

2 1WXe↓NXe
1 2NXe

2 NS
1^s v̄↓&

1NXe
1 NS

2^s v̄↑&. ~10!

These equations can be recast into more convenient forms
involving the polarizations usingPXe5~NXe

2 2NXe
1 !/NXe , the

Boltzmann equilibrium polarizations denoted asPXe
0 and

PRb
0 , and the usual longitudinal relaxation timesT1 ,

1

T1
Rb5WRb↑1WRb↓,

1

T1
Xe5WXe↑1WXe↓,

PRb
0 5

WRb↓2WRb↑
WRb↓1WRb↑

, PXe
0 5

WXe↓2WXe↑
WXe↓1WXe↑

. ~11!

We also define a factorf and the spin exchange timeT1
se in

terms of the cross relaxation rates as follows:

f5
^s v̄↓&2^s v̄↑&
^s v̄↓&1^s v̄↑& ,

1

T1
se5NRb

^s v̄↓&1^s v̄↑&
2

5NRb̂ s v̄&. ~12!

With these definitions and usinga5NXe/NRb, Eqs.~10! can
be recast as

ṖRb5
2

NRb

dNS
2

dt
52

R

3
~11PRb!2

~PRb2PRb
0 !

T1
Rb

1
a f

T1
se ~12PRbPXe!2

a

T1
se ~PRb2PXe!,

~13!
ṖXe5

2

NXe

dNXe
2

dt
52

~PXe2PXe
0 !

T1
Xe 2

f

T1
se ~12PRbPXe!

1
1

T1
se ~PRb2PXe!.

The ratio of the up and down spin exchange cross sections
must be the Boltzmann factor for the mutual spin–flip tran-
sition, ^s v̄↓&/^s v̄↑&5exp~1DE/kT!, whereDE is the dif-
ference in the Rb electron and129Xe Zeeman splittings. From
this fact, or by considering the second of Eqs.~13! at steady
state,f can be shown to be

f5
PRb
0 2PXe

0

12PRb
0 PXe

0 . ~14!

The terms withf in Eqs.~13! are small, asf is only on the
order of 1023, and they can usually be dropped. Their main
purpose is to ensure that the proper Boltzmann equilibrium
polarizations are achieved in the absence of any optical
pumping.

Adding ṖRb to a ṖXe in Eqs. ~13! provides an equation
independent off , which when evaluated at steady state re-
lates the steady state polarization of the Rb to that of the
129Xe,

PRb5

PRb
0 2

1

3
RT1

Rb2a~PXe2PXe
0 !~T1

Rb/T1
Xe!

11
1

3
RT1

Rb

. ~15!

This is to be compared to the expression arrived at earlier
when the buffer gas was considered spinless@Eq. ~8!#. To
obtain an expression for the Rb polarization in terms of
sample composition, relaxation times, and laser intensity
alone, it is convenient to simplify the terms involvingf .
These terms which are quadratic in the polarizations also
arise in cross relaxation problems at low temperature.9 We
will make use of the fact that the Boltzmann polarizations in
our case are for high temperatures and therefore are quite
small. As such we will set the termf ~12PRbPXe!
5~PRb

0 2PXe
0 !~12PRbPXe!/~12PRb

0 PXe
0 ! to ~PRb

0 2PXe
0 !. This

still produces the proper limits in the absence of optical
pumping, and avoids unphysical results that would occur if
the term was simply dropped altogether. The error produced
is the order ofPRb

0 . Within this approximation, the second of
Eqs.~13! then provides the following simple result at steady
state,

~PXe2PXe
0 !5g~PRb2PRb

0 !,

where g5H 1

11
T1
se

T1
Xe
J . ~16!

This equation states that the departure of the129Xe polariza-
tion from Boltzmann is the same as that for the Rb polariza-
tion due to the optical pumping within a multiplicative factor
g. The g factor is a measure of how efficiently the129Xe
nuclei are relaxed by the Rb as opposed to the wall relax-
ation, andg is often close to 1. Since the129Xe and Rb
polarizations are related by a constant factor, calculation of
either one over the sample volume can be used to compare
with experiment. We can now use this equation to substitute
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for ~PXe2PXe
0 ! in Eq. ~15!. This gives an expression for the

Rb polarization in terms of the sample composition, pump
rate, and inherent relaxation rates,

PRb5

211
3e

R
PRb
0

11
3e

R

, where e5S 1

T1
Rb1

ag

T1
XeD . ~17!

Equation~17! states that the pump rate,R, needs to over-
come a Rb relaxation rate, 3e, which is a sum of the normal
spin lattice relaxation of the Rb and leakage through the
129Xe. Sincea may easily be as large as 106, these two terms
can in practice be quite comparable.

C. Finite thickness sample

In the thin sample limit where all of the photons ares1

polarized, the previous equation is all that is required to cal-
culatePXe or PRb given the relaxation times and other ex-
perimental parameters. However, in most cases the sample to
be polarized will not be optically thin and we must consider
that the pump rateR, which depends upon the light intensity,
will also depend upon the degree of spin polarization10 and
the location within the sample.

To proceed further we must adopt a model for the
sample geometry and the pumping light. In the cases of in-
terest to us, the sample will be cylindrical, with lengthl and
radiusr . The laser light beam will have a Gaussian profile in
its frequency distribution and in its spatial profile. The inten-
sity of the laser light then is given by a distribution function
i(v,r ,z) which when integrated over frequency and the
beam cross section gives the powerP0(z) as a function of
distance into the sample,

P0~z!52pE
0

`E
0

`

i~v,r ,z!rdrdv. ~18!

P0(0)5P0 will be taken as the power incident upon the
plane at the beginning of the sample. The absorption of the
light as the beam propagates through the sample is a first
order process as a function of displacement in the sample.
Power is removed from the beam in direct proportion to the
number of absorbers, the rate at which they spontaneously
emit and the energy of the photon involved,11

di~v,r ,z!

dz
52

2

3
i~v,r ,z!NA~z!g~v!\vB12/c. ~19!

In this equationNA(z) represents the number of absorbers at
a positionz. The functiong~v! is the atomic absorption line
shape which gives the proportion of absorbers that are within
dv of the laser at the frequencyv, and B12 is the usual
stimulated absorption coefficient. Again, the factor of 2/3
comes from the angular momentum selection rules fors1

light connectinguS,2&→uP,1&. Notice that ifp light were
used different states,uS,2&→uP,2&, would be connected in
the RbD1 line and only a factor of 1/3 would be present in
Eq. ~19!. In most experimental situations the laser intensity
will be significantly greater than the fluorescence intensity,

especially once the sample is significantly polarized. As such
we are justified in neglecting any additional complications
that might arise due to reabsorption of this small number of
photons at other polarizations. This radiation trapping12 only
provides an additional relaxation mechanism for the ground
state Rb polarization and can be adequately compensated for
in the value ofT1

Rb as mentioned below.
In most instances the Rb atomic absorption line shape

will be dominated by pressure broadening from collisions
with the Xe buffer gas. In cells approaching 1 atm in pres-
sure, this broadening will be the order of 80 GHz. Typical
Ti:sapphire lasers, which are convenient light sources, have
significantly narrower spectral profiles than this~2 GHz typi-
cal!. Therefore, as far as the light profile is concerned, the
atomic absorption is essentially a constant across the laser
profile. In this case we can integrate out the frequency de-
pendence and write fors1 light that

dI~r ,z!

dz
52

2

3
\v0B12VI ~r ,z!NA~z!/c. ~20!

The termV is the integral of the laser profile over the atomic
line shape,

V5E
0

`

g~v!i~v!dv. ~21!

In order to separate out the frequency and spatial variation of
the laser light we have used the fact that the atomic line
shape is homogeneously broadened and much wider than the
laser profile, both very good assumptions in the case under
consideration. In this case, the frequency dependence ofV
gives the spectrum of the RbD1 line. Taking the line shape
as a pressure broadened Lorentzian and assuming that the
laser is on resonance,V52/~pD1/2!, whereD1/2 is the full-
width at half-height of the atomic absorption in angular fre-
quency units ~rad/s!. For convenience we define
k52B12V/3c. The frequency averaged pump rateR is then
given bykI (r ,z).

Since the pump rateR depends uponI (r ,z), the polar-
ization will also vary across the sample. To account for this
variation we need only substitute for the number of absorbers
NA(z) in terms of the polarization which in turn depends
uponR. NA(z) is just the number of Rb atoms in theuS,2&
state,NS

2, and this can be related to the polarizationPRb as
NS

25NRb~11PRb!/2. Substituting this into Eq.~20! and rear-
ranging to solve fordz we arrive at

dz5
2dI~r ,z!

I ~r ,z!

2

\v0kNRb

1

11PRb
. ~22!

Now consider the average polarization that will be mea-
sured in an experiment over a macroscopic sample. We de-
fine this asP̄Rb which is given by

P̄Rb5
2p

pr 2l E0
l E

0

r

PRb~z,r !rdrdz. ~23!
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NeglectingPRb
0 the integration ofPRb(z,r ) over the length of

the sample can be greatly simplified by changing the vari-
ables in Eq.~23! to an integration over the laser intensity
using Eq.~22!,

P̄Rb5
4

3r 2l\v0NRbe
E
0

r E
I ~0,r !

I ~ l ,r !

dIrdr

5
4

3r 2l\v0NRbe
E
0

r

@ I ~ l ,r !2I ~0,r !#rdr . ~24!

Equation~24! demonstrates that the average steady state Rb
polarization depends primarily upon the amount of laser in-
tensity absorbed over the length of the sample. Essentially
this is a power balance. Once polarized, the sample dissi-
pates a certain amount of energy per unit time via spin lattice
relaxation. To maintain this polarization this power must be
provided by the laser beam thereby reducing its net intensity.

The remaining radial integral shown in Eq.~24! can be
solved analytically if a functional form for the loss in laser
intensity across the sample can be obtained from Eq.~22!.
Unfortunately, the general solution to Eq.~22! gives a tran-
scendental form that cannot be inverted to simply give
I ( l ,r ). If the sample is not being pumped efficiently, Eq.~22!
reduces to Beer’s law as expected. However, when pumping
occurs, the light intensity decays linearly with distance into
the sample,

I ~ l ,r !2I ~0,r !'2
3l\v0NRbe

2F11
3e

kI ~0,r !G
. ~25!

This equation can be recast directly in terms ofr , by defining
the incident laser intensity as a normalized Gaussian with a
half-width designated byd,

I ~0,r !5
P0

pd2
ln~2!e2~r2/d2!ln~2!,

where

E
0

2pE
0

`

I ~0,r !rdrdf5P0 . ~26!

Inserting this definition into Eq.~25! produces

I ~ l ,r !2I ~0,r !5
23l\v0NRbe

2@11De~r2/d2!ln~2!#
,

where

D5
3pd2e

kP0 ln~2!
. ~27!

The dimensionless variableD has special significance. It is
essentially the ratio of the rate per unit volume at which the
sample can dissipate energy, 3e, to the rate at which it is
being absorbed,kP0 ln~2!/pd2.

The linear expression is valid only for values ofr and l
where the laser intensity remains greater than zero. The po-
sitions in the sample where this expression givesI ( l ,r )50
can be described as a critical boundary. Calculation of the
critical boundary from Eq.~27! using typical experimental
parameters indicates it typically lies outside the actual

sample dimensions. This means that the approximation used
to derive Eq.~27! is a good one for describing the experi-
mental situation encountered in the laboratory. Since this is
the case, the radial integral in Eq.~24! can be rewritten using
Eq. ~27! as

P̄Rb5
1

r 2 E0
r 22rdr

11De~r2/d2!ln~2!

5
d2

r 2 ln~2!
lnFe2~r2/d2!ln~2!1D

11D
G . ~28!

The expression forP̄Rb above can be recast in a more useful
form by approximating ln(x) as 2(x21)/(x11) since the
argument inside the natural log function is never larger than
1. Applying this approximation to Eq.~28! gives

P̄Rb'
2d2

r 2 ln~2! F e2~r2/d2!ln~2!21

e2~r2/d2!ln~2!12D11
G . ~29!

Taking the inverse of both sides of this equation we arrive at
a linear relationship between the inverse polarization and the
inverse laser power,

1

P̄Rb

5
m

P0

1b,

where m5
3pr 2e

k
F 1

e2~r2/d2!ln~2!21
G

and b5
r 2 ln~2!

2d2
Fe2~r2/d2!ln~2!11

e2~r2/d2!ln~2!21
G .
~30!

When the laser beam width is larger than the sample
diameter,d@r , Eq. ~30! reduces to 1/uP̄Rbu5D11. In this
instance as the applied laser powerP0→`, D→0, and the
absolute value of the Rb polarization goes to 1 as expected.
For very small beam diameters,r@d, the interceptb be-
comes r 2 ln~2!/2d2. In this case, the ultimate polarization
that can be achieved is limited by the overlap of the laser
beam and the sample cross sectional areas.

For comparison with experiment it is actually more use-
ful to consider the signal or magnetizationMXe , and its de-
pendence uponP0. This signal will be directly proportional
to the polarization shown in Eq.~30!. Taking this proportion-
ality to beMXe5aPRb ~g'1!, the following volume aver-
aged129Xe signal can be obtained:

1

MXe
5

1

aPRb
5Sma D 1

P0
1
b

a
. ~31!

This result provides for a very useful approach to mea-
suring the polarization efficiency of an experimental setup
from the laser power dependence of the129Xe NMR signal.
In general, a direct NMR measurement of the129Xe polariza-
tion is difficult, as it requires that the signal intensity corre-
sponding to unpumped129Xe in the absence of Rb be known.
This taxes the dynamic range of the spectrometer, and is
made more difficult by longT1

Xe’s.13 Equation~31! suggests
an alternative approach. The inverse of the signal 1/MXe is
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plotted vs the inverse of the laser power 1/P0. Taking the
slope to intercept ratio from the plot givesm/b sincea di-
vides out,

m

b
5

6ped2

k ln~2! F 1

e2~r2/d2!ln~2!11
G . ~32!

When r@d, the m/b ratio becomesm/b56ped2/k ln~2!.
This ratio in the small sample diameter limit,r!d, reduces
to half this value, i.e.,m/b53ped2/k ln~2!. Sinceb is de-
termined only by the laser beam diameter and the sample
radius,m can be determined from the experimentally deter-
mined value form/b. With m, b, and a determined, the
polarization can be calculated at any given laser power level.
This approach to determining a129Xe polarization is much
less prone to experimental error~or wishful thinking! than
other methods. Sincem itself is determined by sample com-
position, r , d, T1

Xe, andT1
Rb, measurement of the pertinent

relaxation times provides an internal consistency check. Al-
ternatively, the determination ofmmay be used to measuree
and thus provide a means of estimating one of the relaxation
parameters.

D. Effect of different photon polarizations

The above treatment is appropriate in the limit that there
are no photons of other polarizations or wavelengths capable
of pumping the other three transitions in the RbD1 line.
Recall that theD1 line consists of four transitions in high
magnetic field as shown in Fig. 2. The twop transitions
occur in energy between thes1 ands2 lines. The highest
energy transition is produced by the absorption ofs1 light,
while the lowest energy transition occurs withs2 light.
When the optical resonances are narrow and the magnetic
field is high, depolarization of the pumping beam translates
into a decrease in useful applied laser power. In this case
photons of only one polarization may be absorbed for any
one optical resonance condition. Therefore, low pressure
cells may be pumped with randomly polarized light in a high
enough magnetic field, albeit at 1/4 the power efficiency pos-
sible with a single light polarization. In this limit, the other
photon polarizations are seen as being significantly off reso-
nance of the other transitions.

In experiments where high pressures of129Xe buffer gas
are employed the situation is somewhat different. In this case
the buffer gas broadens the optical lines~typically
D1/2/2p;80 GHz atP;1 atm!. Consequently, all photon
polarizations are somewhat capable of pumping theD1 line
since the spectral dispersion afforded by the high magnetic
field has been washed out. The efficacy of pumping by the
different types of photons present will depend upon the in-
tensity of each pressure broadened transition’s line shape at
the applied laser frequency.

To realistically model spin exchange pumping in the
laboratory it is necessary to include the effects of the photons
at the unwanted polarizations. The way this is accomplished
is by first realizing that the total number of photons imping-
ing on the sample is an experimentally set constant, which
gives rise to a total pumping rate,r T . In the previous section,

all of the photons were treated as being ‘‘useful,’’ i.e., we
considered them as essentially being dumped into only the
transition that is selected by both laser wavelength and po-
larization giving r T5R. In the case now considered, all of
the photons are not just connecting one transition. They are
instead spread out unevenly among the fourD1 absorptions.
This gives rise to four different pumping rates,r nm , desig-
nated by the magnetic sublevels connected by the laser in the
ground,n, and excited,m, states. The pumping rate for a
given transition,r nm , is the product of the overlap between
the laser line and that particular pressure broadened atomic
absorption,knm , and the intensity of the light capable of
driving the transition,I nm , i.e., r nm5knmI nm .

Transition
uS,2&→uP,1&
uS,1&→uP,1&
uS,2&→uP,2&
uS,1&→uP,2&

Rate
r215k21I21

r115k11I11

r225k22I22

r125k12I12.

~33!

The knm factors differ in size by the overlap between the
laser line and then→m optical absorption and the angular
momentum selection rule for that particular transition, i.e.,
knm5(un2mu11)B12Vnm/3c. An analytical form for the
four Vnm’s can be obtained by taking the atomic frequency
response as a pressure broadened Lorentzian line shape cen-
tered atvnm and the laser line as a delta function centered at
the applied laser frequency,vL ,

Vnm5
2D1/2

p@4~vL2vnm!21D1/2
2 #

. ~34!

It is clear from Eq.~34! that Vnm has inverse angular fre-
quency units. As mentioned above the total laser intensity
impinging on the sample can be separated into four compo-
nents, I nm , on the basis of optical polarization. Since the
total laser intensity is constant theI nm’s are linearly related
to the total intensity by four factors,anm , whose sum is
normalized to 1,I nm5anmI .

Before calculating the effects of random photon polar-
izations onPRb using rate theory, it is useful to group the
Vnmanm products into four new factors that are useful for
comparison to experiment. The maximum polarization,
PRb
max, and the total pumping rate,r T , are just straight sums

and differences of theVnmanm’s,

PRb
max5

V11a111V12a122V21a212V22a22

V11a111V12a121V21a211V22a22
,

r T5
2B12

3c
~V11a111V12a121V21a21

1V22a22!I5
2B12

3c
pI5kTI ,

~35!

wherekT is the total intensity removed from the laser per
second. The light attenuation factor,Q, and the total attenu-
ation,q, of the laser beam are similar toPRb

max andp, differ-
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ing only in the inclusion of weighting factors determined by
the angular momentum selection rules for then→m transi-
tion,

Q5
V11a1112V12a1222V21a212V22a22

V11a1112V12a1212V21a211V22a22
,

~36!
q5V11a1112V12a1212V21a211V22a22 .

It is important to notice that ifL50 in the doublet excited
state instead ofL51, thenPRb

max5Q andp5q as the angular
momentum selection rules for all of the transitions would be
identical and equal to 1/2. When spectral dispersion is main-
tained, be it by low buffer gas pressure or high magnetic
field and onlys1 photons are present, tuning the laser to the
s1 transition givesPRb

max521 and r T5R. However, in the
usual case where pressure broadening is significant, the rates
connecting each of the fourD1 transitions must be consid-
ered. In this situation, theuS,2&→uP,1& transition rate de-
creases fromR5kI to r215k21I21 due to the other pho-
ton polarizations in the sample. The effect of these three
additional rates on the optical pumping cycle in Rb can be
obtained by writing down the rate equations appropriate for
the four level system shown in Fig. 2. The major difference
thus far between the treatment in this section and the earlier
one is the inclusion of the additional rates connecting the
previously neglected excited state magnetic sublevel,uP,2&,
to the other three states. The Rb polarization,PRb, is found
in the same way as above using exactly the same definitions
for RRb↓ andRRb↑. In the usual limit thatA is considered as
infinite PRb is

PRb5

RRb↓2RRb↑1
1

3
PRb
maxr T

RRb↓1RRb↑1
1

3
r T

. ~37!

This equation can also be obtained from Eq.~4! by replacing
ANP

1 with RNS
2, RRb↑ with RRb↑1(2r221r212R)/3 and

RRb↓ with RRb↓1(2r111r12)/3. Paralleling the previous
section throughout the remainder of the calculation, we first
determinePRb in the presence of a spinless buffer gas where
the same definitions forPRb

0 andT1
Rb shown in Eq.~11! have

been used,

PRb5

PRb
0 1

1

3
PRb
maxr TT1

Rb

11
1

3
r TT1

Rb

. ~38!

Comparison to Eq.~8! reveals that a mixture of photons with
differing polarization simply results in a smaller ultimate
achievable Xe polarizationPRb

max.
The effect of photons having different polarizations on

the pumping of the Xe gas due to spin exchange with polar-
ized Rb can likewise be derived. In most instances the spon-
taneous emission rate,A, can be considered as being infinite
in comparison to the other rates during the optical pumping
cycle. All that must be considered then are theS state spin

populations for Rb and the two populations of the129Xe
nuclear spin states. Replacement ofWRb↑1R/3 with
WRb↑1(2r221r21)/3 and WRb↓ with
WRb↓1(2r111r12)/3 in each instance in Eqs.~10! give
the time rate of change ofNS

2 and NXe
2 when all photon

polarizations are present. Proceeding in exactly the same
way as before gives the Rb polarization during spin ex-
change with129Xe and optical pumping in the thin sample
limit,

PRb5

PRb
max1

3e

r T
PRb
0

11
3e

r T

. ~39!

When the available photons are purelys1 polarized,
PRb
max→21, r T→R, and Eq.~17! is obtained. In the usual

case though some depolarization is present givinguPRb
maxu,1,

and Eq.~36! is more applicable.
Unfortunately the thin sample limit is rarely encountered

in the laboratory, and calculation of the volume averaged Rb
polarization when all photon polarizations are present is
somewhat more complex. As a starting point, we again use
the fact that the total laser intensity,I , is divided into four
separate intensities,I nm , on the basis of the four optical po-
larizations, i.e., twop and one eachs1 ands2 . In order to
determine the loss in total laser intensity,dI, across the
sample we must first consider the attenuation of each com-
ponent ofI separately. This treatment leads to four coupled
differential equations describing the beam attenuation,

dI2m52\v0NS
2k2mI2mdz

and wherem51 or 2

dI1m52\v0NS
1k1mI1mdz.

(40)

The top set of equations is due to absorption by the Rb atoms
in NS

2 while the lower set is due to those inNS
1. The loss in

total laser intensity across the sample can be written using
the definitions ofPRb, PRb

max, r T , p, and q shown in Eqs.
~35!, ~36!, and~38!,

dI5(
n,m

dInm52
\v0NRbq

4p F r T~12QPRb
max!13e

11
3e

r T
Gdz.

~41!

The average Rb polarization across the sample,P̄Rb is de-
fined in exactly the same way as before. Equation~41! is
used to recast the average over length to an average over
laser intensity,
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P̄Rb5
24

r 2l\v0NRb

3E
0

r E
I ~0,r !

I ~ l,r ! PRb
max

3e1~12QPRb
max!kTI

dI rdr

5
24

r 2l\v0NRbkT
S PRb

max

12QPRb
maxD

3E
0

r

lnF 3e1~12QPRb
max!kTI ~ l,r !

3e1~12QPRb
max!kTI ~0,r !G rdr . ~42!

Notice again that when all of the photons ares1 polarized
and on resonance with thes1 transition,PRb

max andQ→21
while kT→k. In this case the usual average and laser inten-
sity variation shown in Eqs.~22! and~24! are obtained. The
remaining radial integral shown in Eq.~42! has no simple
analytical solution. Approximating the integrand using ln(x)
'x21 gives

P̄Rb5
24PRb

max

r 2l\v0NRb
E
0

r @ I ~ l ,r !2I ~0,r !#rdr

3e1~12QPRb
max!kTI ~0,r !

. ~43!

As before, no simple analytical solution forI ( l ,r ) can be
obtained from Eq.~41!, so we again obtain an approximate
form using a series expansion of the natural log term. Rear-
rangement of this equation givesI ( l,r )2I (0,r ) as

I ~ l,r !2I ~0,r !.
2 l\v0NRbqkT

4pF 1

I ~0,r !
1

QPRb
maxkT

3e1~12QPRb
max!kTI ~0,r !G

.

~44!
Taking the limits of Eqs.~43! and ~44! whenPRb

max andQ→
21, kT→k, andq→2p→V shows that they properly reduce
to the previous expressions obtained in Eqs.~24! and ~25!.
Inserting Eq.~44! into Eq. ~43! and using the definitions for
I (0,r ) andD from earlier gives

P̄Rb5
q

pr2 E0
r PRb

maxrdr

11
k

kT
De~r2/d2! ln~2!

5
2PRb

maxqd2

2pr2 ln~2!
lnF e2~r2/d2! ln~2!1

k

kT
D

11
k

kT
D

G . ~45!

As in the previous section, Eq.~45! can ultimately be rear-
ranged to give a relationship between the inverse polariza-
tion and inverse laser power,

1

PRb
5
m8

P0
1b8, where

m85
22pk

PRb
maxqkT

m

b85
22p

PRb
maxq

b

~46!

wherem andb are defined by Eq.~30!.
The result shown above in Eq.~46! parallels that in Eq.

~31!. Again, a plot of the inverse signal as a function of the

inverse laser power should be linear. In this case, one can see
that the presence of other photon polarizations will scale the
slope to intercept ratio by a depolarization factork/kT . Com-
parison of the calculatedm/b to the apparent experimental
value then gives a measure of laser light depolarization for
comparison to optical results.

To use the expressions generated above to model an op-
tical pumping experiment, one must be able to experimen-
tally estimate both theVnm andanm factors. In our experi-
mental setup laser linewidth is on the order of 2 GHz, which
is much narrower than the pressure broadened atomic ab-
sorption line widths in atmosphere pressure cells
~D1/2/2p;80 GHz!. In this case values for the fourVnm’s
can be directly calculated from Eq.~34!. The fraction of total
light intensity pumping ann→m transition,anm , as well as
the width of each line,D1/2, can be obtained from the high
field optical spectra of the RbD1 absorption.

Examples of howPRb
max andk/kT from one experimental

situation to another are easily examined. The situation where
only s1 polarized light on resonance with thes1 transition
has been mentioned repeatedly throughout this section. The
line intensities listed in order of decreasing energy as shown
in Fig. 2 for this situation are 1:0:0:0. This givesa2151
while setting the other threeanm’s to zero. CalculatingPRb

max

and k/kT from Eqs.~34! and ~35! gives21 and 1, respec-
tively. This should be expected upon comparison with the
equations developed in the previous section for onlys1

light. When partially depolarized light is present the situation
is a bit different. Consider an optical spectrum having lin-
ewidths of D1/2/2p580 GHz due to pressure broadening
from ;1 atm of Xe gas and line intensities again listed in
order of decreasing energy of 1:.59:.65:.71. This reduces the
s1 intensity factor toa215.34 while increasing the other
three terms toa1150.20,a2250.22, anda1250.24. Cal-
culating the appropriate overlap factors,Vnm , from Eq.~34!
allows the calculation ofPRb

max520.66 andk/kT52.05 at
B052.35 T from Eq.~35!. One other experimental situation
of interest demonstrates the advantage of the spectral disper-
sion afforded by the high magnetic field on the production of
polarized Xe gas. Optical pumping with randomly polarized
light having 1:1:1:1 spectral intensities forces all fouranm’s
to be the same and equal to 1/4. In this casePRb

max decreases
to 20.6 andk/kT increases to 2.36. Notice that if a high
magnetic field were not insured no spin polarization could be
produced as the fourVnm’s would be equal toV and all of
theD1 lines in Rb would be pumped at their maximum re-
spective rates.

E. Other leakage mechanisms

The treatment outlined to this point is appropriate for the
situation when only Rb–129Xe mixtures are used. This is the
case when isotopically pure129Xe gas is available. In some
instances, however, one may want to use natural abundance
Xe gas having a 26.44%129Xe and 21.18%131Xe isotopic
mixture. 131Xe is an I53/2 nucleus, and in the gas phase
where the effects of its quadrupole moment are motionally
averaged, has four equally spaced energy levels. The theory
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outlined above for Rb–129Xe spin exchange optical pumping
is easily applied to the Rb–131Xe case, and the same sort of
equations result. These equations show that the effect of the
131Xe nucleus onPRb shown in Eq.~17! is to augment the
leakage relaxation factor,e. When131Xe is present,e can be
rewritten in terms of the131Xe number density,NXQ , relax-
ation time,T1

XQ, and spin exchange time,T1,Q
se , as

e5
1

T1
Rb1

ag

TXe
1

aQgQ

T1
XQ , where

aQ5
NXQ

NRb

gQ5
5

11
T1,Q
se

T1
XQ

. ~47!

As mentioned before, theag/T1
Xe term represents a depolar-

ization of the Rb via leakage through the relaxation of the
129Xe. This in turn limits how high the polarizations can be
for a given laser power. TheaQgQ/T1

XQ term is also a leak-
age rate, and in certain cases, as will be discussed below, can
be quite large. A similar term,aNgN/T1

N, is operative for
leakage relaxation via the14N nuclei in the N2 buffer gas
component commonly added to pumping cells of this type.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Cell preparation

Two types of sample containers were used in these ex-
periments. One will be referred to as a ‘‘torpedo cell’’ which
is just a cylindrical Pyrex tube having one flat closed end
approximately 7 cm long and 9 mm in diameter. The other
sample holder will be referred to as a ‘‘high quality’’ optical
container and is a 5 cmlong 1 in. diam tube with optical
windows fused to either end. The open end of the torpedo
cell is fused to a 5 cmlong 3/8 in. diam tube. The high
quality optical cell has a 5 cmlong 3/8 in. diam tube con-
nected directly to the side of the 1 in. glass cell. The 3/8 in.
diam tubes in each instance are used both to admit Rb and
Xe into the cells and to connect the cells to a vacuum mani-
fold as discussed below. Each container is filled with Ultra-
Pure water and sonicated for 20 min in order to remove
paramagnetic ions from the inner surfaces. Each cell is baked
at 140 °C for'12 h, coated with a 10% Surfasil Siliconizing
Fluid/dry pentane mixture and attached to one end of a teflon
stopcock with a 3/8 in. Cajon fitting. The other end of the
stopcock is then mounted on a vacuum rack using a 14/20
ground glass joint. The stopcock is opened to the vacuum
manifold and the cell is evacuated to 1024 Torr for '1 h in
order to remove any excess pentane. Following this pumping
period, the stopcock is closed and the evacuated cell/
stopcock combination is removed from the vacuum rack and
placed in a glove box containing a N2 atmosphere. The cell is
released from the stopcock by loosening the Cajon fitting and
a visible amount of natural isotopic abundance Rb metal is
pipetted into it. The cell is reattached to the stopcock with
the Cajon fitting, removed from the glove box and re-
mounted on the vacuum rack via the 14/20 ground glass
joint. The stopcock is opened once more and the cell is

evacuated to 1024 Torr for '1 h. The cell is then charged to
the appropriate amount with Spectra Gasses 99.999% Xe and
stock grade N2 buffer gas. Pressure measurements were
made using an Omega 136PC15a2 9234 pressure transducer
attached to an Omega DP 2000 Omegarometer. The torpedo
cell is then sealed to a length of'5 cm measured from the
flat closed end using a torch and removed from the vacuum
manifold. The high quality optical container is sealed as
close as possible to the 1 in. container body with a torch and
removed from the vacuum manifold.

B. Optical apparatus and spectroscopy

Optical spectroscopy is accomplished in high magnetic
fields ~B052.35 T and 7.04 T! as shown in Fig. 3. Infrared
laser light~l5794.74 nm! is produced by a Coherent Model
899 Ti-sapphire ring laser pumped by a Spectra Physics
Model 164 Argon Ion Laser. A Quanta Ray MCI-1 controller
drives a Superior Electric Slo-Syn synchronous stepper mo-
tor attached to the ring laser in order to wavelength scan in
increments of 0.02 nm. A small portion of the output of the
ring laser is directed into a Burleigh WA-20VIS wavemeter
for wavelength measurement while the remainder is ex-
panded to the desired Gaussian beam diameter with a Gal-
ilean Telescope. This light is elevated approximately 1 m to
the top of either an Oxford Instruments 7.04 T 89 mm room
temperature bore or 2.35 T 110 mm room temperature bore
superconducting solenoid magnet. All reflections are made at
90° in order to maximize the linear polarization produced by
the laser. The laser beam is then directed into a linear polar-
izer, a l/4 plate when circularly polarized light is needed,
and finally into a magnetic resonance probe containing one
of the cells. The homebuilt magnetic resonance probe sus-
pends the cell in a Helmholtz coil enclosing a volume of'2
cm3 and tuned to the appropriate Larmor frequency for
129Xe. The coil and sample are contained in a Teflon oven
that permits laser illumination and heating via hot air
~,150 °C! produced by blowing cold air over an Omegalux
tubular heater. In the case of the torpedo cell, light is admit-

FIG. 3. Experimental setup showing the polarization of nuclear spins in high
magnetic fields based on an Oxford superconducting solenoid and a Coher-
ent Ti–sapphire ring laser.
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ted through the flat closed end while for the high quality
optical cell it is through the optical windows. Monitoring of
optical transitions in the bore of the superconducting sole-
noid magnet is accomplished via a fiberoptic connected to a
photodiode. The laser is tuned to theD1 resonance line in Rb
by adjusting the laser wavelength and monitoring voltage
fluctuations from the photodiode with an oscilloscope. Laser
power measurements were accomplished using a Coherent
Model 200 power meter. Laser beam diameter measurements
were done by chopping the laser beam with a micrometer
and recording the decrease in laser power. A fit of this data
to an error function provides the Gaussian laser beam diam-
eter.

C. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy

All magnetic resonance spectra are obtained on home-
built NMR spectrometers constructed around either a Nicolet
Analytical Instruments Model 1280 data acquisition system
for experiments at 2.35 T or a TecMag Libra data acquisition
system for experiments at 7.04 T. 90° radio frequency pulses
are calibrated using the81Br resonance in solid KBr.

Measurement of the steady state129Xe signal at various
laser powers,MXe~P0,`!, was accomplished in separate
ways depending on whether a shortT1

Xe* was present. In all
cases the buildup of129Xe signal,MXe(P0 ,t)5aPXe , during
optical pumping with laser powerP0 is a single exponential
process,

MXe~P0 ,t !5MXe~P0 ,`!@12e2~ t/T1
Xe* !#. ~48!

When a shortT1
Xe* was present the measurement of

MXe~P0,`! was obtained from characterization of the full
signal growth curves at various choices ofP0. Under these
conditions the gain in signal can be experimentally moni-
tored by periodically sampling a portion ofMXe(P0 ,t) with
a small tip angle rf pulse as shown in Fig. 4. In the experi-
mental setup, the magnetic resonance coil does not enclose
the entire sample volume. As long ast is longer than the
atomic self-diffusion time, the detection ofMXe(P0 ,t) will
be independent of the fraction of the total magnetization
sampled. Sincet@T2

Xe, steady state spin echo phenomena
are not important.14 The observed signal’s temporal gain in
intensity then becomes a direct measure ofMXe(P0 ,t) due to

optical pumping. The experimentally detected129Xe signal as
a function of the number of the pulse,n, is just a modified
version of Eq.~48!,

MXe~P0 ,nt!5MXe~P0 ,`!@12e2~nt /T1
Xe* !#. ~49!

Fitting the data measured in this way to Eq.~48! provides
MXe~P0,`!.

This type of measurement is not appealing when larger
T1
Xe* ’’s are present. Instead, we measure and characterize

just one growth curve as above to obtainT1
Xe* . Values of

MXe~P0,`! at variousP0’s are then generated from a mea-
surement ofMXe~P0 ,t52 min!, Eq. ~48!, andT1

Xe* . When
T1
Xe* ’s on the order of 1 h are observed this method trans-

lates into a time savings of;9 h when data points at ten
different laser powers are necessary.

Full growth curves of the129Xe NMR signal were mea-
sured for the torpedo cell at bothB052.35 T and 7.04 T and
at laser powers between 100 mW and 600 mW in 100 mW
intervals. In each case the same torpedo cell having 484 Torr
of Xe and 76 Torr of N2 gases at a temperature of 110 °C
was used. The length and inner radius of the sample tube
were l55 cm andr53 mm, respectively while the Gaussian
beam radius wasd51 mm in each instance.

Measurement of the full growth curves for the129Xe
NMR signal were not possible at all laser powers in the high
quality optical cell asT1

Xe* was very long. Instead the129Xe
signal was measured after 2 min of optical pumping for laser
powers between 100 mW and 600 mW in 50 mW intervals.
These experiments were done atB052.35 T andT589 °C.
The signal was actually measured five separate times and the
average value was obtained at a givenP0. This averaging
process eliminates the noise present in the experiment such
as variations in the cell temperature, laser power, and laser
wavelength. These averaged signal intensities could be re-
lated to their steady state values by characterizing just one
full growth curve to obtainT1

Xe* . The high quality optical
cell contained 1 atm of Xe gas and was housed in a magnetic
resonance probe designed to allow the laser beam to pass
freely through the length of the bore of the superconducting
solenoid magnet. The length and inner radius of the con-
tainer werel55 cm andr510.6 mm, respectively while the
Gaussian laser beam diameter wasd52.7 mm.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 5~a! shows the increase in129Xe signal as a func-
tion of laser power andn for the torpedo cell atB057.04 T.
In this experiment there ist51 min between detected points.
Similar curves not included here were also observed at
B052.35 T. The time constant of the pumping of129Xe,
T1
Xe* 5 3.45 min at 110 °C, is constant for different incident

laser intensities as determined by regressing the data to Eq.
~48!.

Figure 5~b! summarizes the behavior of the inverse sig-
nal, 1/MXe~P0,`!, as a function of 1/P0 at B052.35 T ~tri-
angles! and 7.04 T~diamonds! for the torpedo cell. The
points shown in Fig. 5~b! have been scaled from the experi-
mental data in each case in order to accommodate the curves

FIG. 4. Magnetic and optical resonance pulse sequence used to monitor the
temporal buildup of nuclear spin polarization during the optical pumping
process. Each durationt is on the time scale of minutes.
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obtained at both field strengths on one plot. Equation~32!
suggests that when a plot of 1/MXe~P0,`! vs 1/P0 is linear,
and r.d, as is the case here, the slope/intercept ratiom/b
should give 2DP0. Experimental apparent values of
m/b~2.35 T!53.1 W andm/b~7.04 T!53.5 W were obtained
by linearly regressing the two data sets shown in Fig. 5~b!.

The behavior of the inverse signal~triangles! as a func-
tion of the inverse laser power for the high quality optical
container is shown in Fig. 6. The time constant of the129Xe
polarization was found to beT1

Xe* 5 43 min at 89 °C as
found from analysis of the full growth curve during optical
pumping~not shown here!. The slope to intercept ratio in this
case was smaller than that seen in the torpedo cell,m/b~2.35
T!50.3 W, as determined by linearly regressing the data in
Fig. 6.

V. DISCUSSION

The results outlined above for the torpedo cell are con-
sistent with Eq.~10!. The rate of polarization depends only
on the number density of Rb,NRb, not on the laser intensity

or power. Only the final magnetization,MXe~P0,`!, depends
on the laser power as indicated by Eq.~28! and illustrated in
Fig. 5~a!.

The measuredm/b values at the two field strengths for
the torpedo cell compare rather poorly with the value calcu-
lated from Eq. ~32!, m/b'55 mW, for d51 mm,
D1/2/2p580 GHz, B1256.4531021 ~rad m3/s!/~J s!, and
e536 623 s21 ~the relaxation times used to calculatee will
be discussed below!. The difference inm/b between experi-
ment and theory can largely be reconciled by realizing that
the laser beam is not allowed to freely exit the sample. The
beam actually scatters off the back of the torpedo sample
which randomizes the photon polarization and puts measure-
ment of the beam diameter, 2d, in question. Measurement of
the Rb optical spectra in these torpedo cells in highB0 will
be discussed elsewhere.15 That study showed that even when
s1 light was used the high field optical spectrum of the Rb
D1 absorption had four lines in a 1:0.59:0.65:0.71 intensity
ratio listed in order of decreasing energy. It was shown
above that this optical spectrum givesPRb

max520.66 and
k/kT52.05 when pressure broadened atomic lines having
D1/2/2p'80 GHz are present. Calculation ofm8/b8 from Eq.
~46! under these less than optimal optical conditions using
the same parameters as above givesm8/b853.3 W when
d57.5 mm. This unexpectedly large effective beam radius
can be justified by an experimental observation of the light
emitted from the torpedo cell outside the superconducting
magnet with an IR viewer. At low laser powers, the laser
beam is not intense enough to penetrate completely through
the sample and just low intensity fluorescent light is ob-
served from cell. Increasing the laser power further, into the
regime where these experiments were accomplished, causes
the beam to fall on the rear of the cell and scatter in all
directions. A corresponding jump in light intensity in all di-
rections from the rear of the cell is then detected by the IR
viewer. This reflected beam is essentially randomly polarized
and has a much larger divergence and radius than the input
beam. In order to take this observation into account, model-

FIG. 5. ~a! Temporal development of129Xe signal at 110 °C in a field of
B057.04 T as a function of incident laser power for a 1 mmdiam laser
beam.n represents one less than the number of the rf pulse as discussed in
the text. This data was collected for a sample containing 684 Torr of129Xe
and 76 Torr N2 buffer gas.~b! Summary of the equilibrium pumped signal at
both B052.35 T ~triangles! and 7.04 T~diamonds! as a function of the
inverse laser power. The signals were scaled in each instance in order to fit
them on the same set of axes. Notice that the inverse signal is linear with the
inverse laser power as suggested by Eq.~31!.

FIG. 6. Plot of the inverse signal as a function of the inverse laser power
showing their linear relationship as measured in the high quality optical
container ~triangles! at B052.35 T. Notice that the effects of unwanted
photon polarizations are minimized with this sample container as can be
seen by the smaller slope to intercept ratio in comparison to the data shown
in Fig. 5.
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ing the experimental data from the torpedo cells requires a
smallerPRb

max and larger choices ofk/kT andd. These experi-
ments in combination with the theory quantify just how
badly the laser beam depolarization introduced by these un-
wanted reflections within the torpedo cell attenuates the
maximum PXe achieveable at a given laser power. In all
likelihood this is the explanation for the experimental prac-
tice of limiting the laser beam penetration in studies using
torpedo cells of this type when high polarizations are de-
sired.

A much largerT1
Xe* was measured in the high quality

optical container in comparison to the value found in the
torpedo cell. This larger number is realistic as the tempera-
ture is 20 °C less which gives a smallerNRb and the volume
is larger which minimizes collisions of the Xe with the con-
tainer walls. The measuredm/b50.3 W in the high quality
optical cell agrees much better with theory than that ob-
served in the torpedo cell. A value ofm8/b850.3 W can be
obtained from Eq.~46! when a Gaussian beam radius of
d52.4 mm is used. This beam waist agrees with the value
actually measured in the laboratory,d52.7 mm, when the
error present in both the laser power and beam chopping
measurements are taken into account. No photon depolariza-
tion corrections were applied in this case since the high field
optical spectra in this container indicate that there are just
photons of the proper polarization present.15 The incident
laser power used in Fig. 6 is also scaled by 16% of its mea-
sured value. This is to account for the attenuation of the laser
beam when passed through the sample off resonance of any
optical transition~;32%!. This loss in laser power arises
from a reflection of the beam at the Pyrex windows on the
sample container and the entrance to the NMR probe and
sample oven~4 windows58 interfaces!. This reflection is
due to the different indices of refraction of Pyrex and air. As
a rule of thumb, uncoated Pyrex/air interfaces typically re-
duce laser powers by;4%.

The comparison of experimental measurements ofm8/b8
to the values shown in Eqs.~32! and~46! provide an indirect
measure of the Rb ground state electronT1

Rb asm8/b8 is
extremely sensitive toe. The theoretical value ofe can be
calculated at for exampleT590 °C from Eq.~17! for a Xe
gas pressure;1 atm using the published values of
^s v̄&52310216 cm3/s ~Ref. 16! andT1

Rb520 ms~Ref. 17! in
combination with the measured value ofT1

Xe* 5 43 min. This
relaxation factor,e5478 s21, compares rather poorly with
the value,e536 616 s21, that provides the best fit to the data
in Figs. 5 and 6. There is some question on the usage of the
T1
Rb found in the literature in this type of calculation. The

measurement was accomplished in a low magnetic field,
B055 G, i.e., not in the multi-tesla magnetic fields that we
are operating in. Furthermore, that experiment measured the
relaxation time of theF53→F52 transition in the2S1/2
state in85Rb that has a 3.04 GHz level spacing. The relax-
ation rate actually needed for this calculation is likely to be
quite different. Since the free electron spin flip transition is at
66 GHz in our case~see Figs. 1 and 2!, it is easy to justify an
order of magnitude difference inT1

Rb. Even then, using a
T1
Rb;1 ms givese51428 s21 which still does not account for

the much larger value,e536 616 s21, used to reconcile the
data shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

This discrepancy lead us to measureT1
Rb in high field

using the Franzen technique.18 These experiments will be
reported on in more detail in a future publication.19 In accord
with the data reported here, the measuredT1

Rb in a variety of
circumstances in magnetic fields of 2.35 T and 7.0 T is only
on the order of tens ofms. This unexpectedly large effective
electron relaxation rate at high fields in our samples is prob-
ably due to radiation trapping effects.12 This becomes a
dominant ground state spin relaxation mechanism during the
optical pumping of Rb at large number densities. Including a
value ofT1

Rb528 ms measured for the cell used here gives a
more reasonable value ofe536 142 s21.

Leakage relaxation of the Rb electron to131Xe also con-
tributes to e. It has been noticed both theoretically and
experimentally20 that ^s v̄& for Rb–129Xe is ;11.6 times
larger than that for Rb–131Xe. This factor of 11.6 comes
from the square of the ratio of the129Xe/131Xe gyromagnetic
ratios. This alonewouldmakeT1,Q

se ; 11.6T1
se5 740min. This

value in combination with the pressure dependent131Xe re-
laxation time21 of T1

XQ527 s at 1 atm gives the131Xe contri-
bution to the Rb leakage relaxation,aQgQ/T1

XQ5474 s21.
In certain samples N2 buffer gas is included at 10% of

the total sample pressure. Accounting for this leakage
mechanism adds a factor ofaNgN/T1

N57 s21. A value forgN
can be obtained from published measurements of the density
dependent14N relaxation time in N2 gas,

22 T1
N;50 ms, and

the values for the Rb–129Xe ~Ref. 16! and Rb–N2 ~Ref. 23!
spin exchange cross sections,T1,N

se ; (sXe /sN)T1
se5 261T1

se

5 1307 min. Combining all of the leakage relaxation factors
together using Eq.~47! givese536 623 s21. This is in much
better agreement with the value used to model the data
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Clearly, the measurement of131Xe,
Rb, and14N T1’s in our pumping cells at various tempera-
tures and high field is necessary to more fully validate and to
provide a complete accounting of the theory developed
above. In any event however, these additional leakage factors
can be seen to be quite small, and the portion of the current
data presented herein is sufficient to ascertain that the theory
presented represents the basic physics of the spin exchange
pumping process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that the optical pumping of
nuclear spins in high fields can be quantitatively modeled
using ideas from simple spin lattice relaxation theory. The
results obtained indicate that more efficient optical pumping
can be obtained by elimination of depolarized photons in the
sample. There are in general three ways of accomplishing
this. One introduced here uses the spectral dispersion of the
Zeeman shifts in high magnetic fields to shift the pressure
broadened atomic absorptions off resonance of any depolar-
ized photons. An auxiliary to this approach is to decrease the
Xe gas pressure used at any given field strength. As the
number density of Xe is decreased the pressure broadening
of the Rb atomic lines is reduced, and any depolarized pho-
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tons will appear off resonance. These two approaches will
work for any type of sample container. The third way of
eliminating these effects is by optimizing the optical charac-
teristics of the sample container to eliminate beam reflections
and depolarization of the laser light. The latter is also impor-
tant for low field pumping experiments. Adoption of these
experimental practices can potentially enhance the laser
power efficiency of commonly used optical pumping setups
for producing spin polarized129Xe by over an order of mag-
nitude. Such considerations have significant implications for
the engineering of practical sources of polarized nobel gases
in magnetic resonance imaging applications.24

In addition, high field operation provides better suppres-
sion of leakage relaxation of the129Xe. For these measure-
ments, the leakage factorg was found to be quite close to 1.
Comparison to low field experiments shows thatg is often
only the order of 0.5, thereby limiting the maximum achiev-
able polarization. One must also pay careful attention to the
composition of the pumping cell when very high polariza-
tions are wanted. Leakage of the Rb polarization through
cross relaxation to either131Xe or 14N2 can have the potential
for limiting the ultimate achievable129Xe polarization.

The most significant leakage mechanism identified in
this work is due to the short effectiveT1

Rb observed in high
fields. Much longerT1

Rb values have been observed at low Rb
number densities in coated cells and with low buffer gas
pressures at low fields. It is unknown at present whether
much longerT1

Rb values can be obtained at high fields with
other combinations of sample composition or cell prepara-
tion. If this is possible, the greater efficiency afforded by
optical pumping in high fields would make the production of
large amounts of spin polarized129Xe feasible with the much
smaller power levels produced by inexpensive laser diodes.

Minimizing the effects of photodepolarization produced
in cases where the optical quality of the pumping containers
is not insured, as well as supressing leakage relaxation by
using enriched129Xe gas, are two ways of making the optical
pumping of 129Xe gas more efficient. To further maximize
the polarization of129Xe gas one can take advantage of the
geometry dependence of the volume averaged signal shown
in Eq. ~30!. In the limit that the laser beam is much narrower
than the sample,r@d, the maximum polarization is reduced
to 2d2/@r 2 ln~2!#. On the other hand when the laser intensity
profile is flat over the sample,r!d, the maximum polariza-
tion is 1. This reduction due just to geometry considerations
can be quite substantial. Consider the high quality optical
cell discussed above where a laser beam waist ofd52.4 mm
and a sample radius ofr510.6 mm was used. The maximum
volume averaged polarization in this case is reduced from
PRb
max51 which was expected from the high field optical

spectra in this container toP̄Rb;0.1. Just by using a wider
laser beam a 90% increase in pumping efficiency can be
realized in this container sinceP̄Rb;1 asr!d.

Using the theory outlined above in combination with
some simple calculations the efficiency of a given pumping
setup is easily determined. This permits one to optimize cell
design and composition which is necessary when large res-
ervoirs of nuclear spin polarized nobel gases are desired.
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